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Abstract

Analyses of meteorites in thin or thick section begins with a detailed mineralogic/petrologic study of the sample. Backscattered

electron and x-ray imaging in a secondary electron microscope is critical for the characterization and study of the meteorite

sections at sub-$\mu$m to cm size scales. Here, I describe techniques to acquire backscattered electron and x-ray images of an

entire one-inch thin or thick section at high resolution, assemble large mosaic mosaic maps of the data, and display the maps

conveniently online in a web browser. The code to acquire, stitch, and display the maps is made available as an open-source

project.
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Abstract14

Analyses of meteorites in thin or thick section begins with a detailed mineralogic/petrologic15

study of the sample. Backscattered electron and x-ray imaging in a secondary electron16

microscope is critical for the characterization and study of the meteorite sections at sub-17

µm to cm size scales. Here, I describe techniques to acquire backscattered electron and18

x-ray images of an entire one-inch thin or thick section at high resolution, assemble large19

mosaic mosaic maps of the data, and display the maps conveniently online in a web browser.20

The code to acquire, stitch, and display the maps is made available as an open-source21

project.22

Plain Language Summary23

I describe techniques to create a “virtual scanning electron microscope” for scien-24

tifically important meteorite samples. Scientists all over the world can view high-resolution25

images easily and conduct studies without having either the meteorite sample in hand,26

or access to an electron microscope.27

1 Introduction28

In recent years there have been increased efforts to make raw scientific data pub-29

licly available online. Many astronomy and planetary science data sets are available for30

any interested scientist to analyze. These open data sets allow for greater transparency31

of published work and exploration of data in novel ways by people outside of the main32

community. Open data sets also facilitate a “first look” into an interesting scientific ques-33

tion, with more in-depth studies that follow. Open data sets in cosmochemistry, mete-34

oritics, and astromaterials are more scarce. The different types of laboratory instrumen-35

tation (electron beam, ion probe, synchrotron, . . . ), techniques, protocols, standardiza-36

tion/calibration, and samples make it difficult to usefully share data in a standard way37

with other researchers. However, there are a few open data sets that have proven very38

useful to the community. For example, the presolar grain database (Stephan et al., 2020),39

has been used extensively by cosmochemists and astronomers to explore a variety of prob-40

lems.41

The “first look” data that is often critical for cosmochemists is a detailed miner-42

alogic and petrographic description of the meteorite sample. For a meteorite prepared43

as a thin or thick section, backscattered electron (BSE) and x-ray elemental maps ac-44

quired at the effective resolution limit for these two modalities (∼50 nm/pixel and ∼2 µm/pixel,45

respectively) in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) are critical for determining if a46

given sample can answer a given scientific question. However, sections of precious ex-47

traterrestrial samples are rare and often difficult to acquire. Each section is unique, and48

only one scientist can analyze a given sample at one time. In addition, it is expensive49

to analyze samples using SEM techniques (typical rates are $25/hour), and many sci-50

entists do not have immediate access to an SEM.51

BSE and x-ray maps of meteorite section are typically limited to an area of inter-52

est less than 1 mm wide. High BSE resolution-imaging over an entire meteoritic section,53

much more than 1 mm, would facilitate mineralogic/petrlogic studies from sub-µm to54

cm size scales. However, even a well-polished thin section may have a slight tilt, and may55

not be mounted perfectly flat in the SEM. The depth of focus for high-resolution BSE56

imaging is tens of µm, and the working distance (the distance between the sample and57

objective lens) across a 1-inch section varies on scales much larger than this. Therefore,58

to acquire high-resolution BSE images over the entire sample, the SEM must adjust it’s59

focus. Autofocus routines on modern SEMs are slow and must adjust the brightness and60

contrast to find the focus. Sometimes the brightess/contrast is not set back to the orig-61

inal value accurately. For these reasons, techniques to reliably and efficiently collect high-62
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resolution BSE and x-ray maps over the entire sample (e.g. a 1-inch round) at high res-63

olution are not readily available.64

Once individual BSE images are captured, they must be stitched together to make65

an image with minimal artifacts. Stitching algorithms using feature recognition, match-66

ing with neighboring images, and image warping are commonly used in many applica-67

tions (Brown & Lowe, 2007; Wang et al., 2017). Image tiles in the mosaic are linked back68

to some origin image. These types of algorithms work well for dozens of images, but will69

fail on a large number of images (thousands to tens of thousands) if some images are matched70

poorly, or if some images lack features. A robust algorithm that can handle outliers is71

required to reliably stitch together multi-gigapixel images with thousands of tiles.72

A multi-gigapixel BSE image, with registered elemental map overlays, is very dif-73

ficult to view on a computer (the entire image often cannot be loaded into memory). Shar-74

ing such data with remote colleagues is even more difficult. Image pyramids, where the75

single large image is broken down into tiles and resampled at different sizes, is a useful76

way to view large scientific images (Hayashi et al., 2016). With image pyramids, the com-77

puter only needs to load and display the current view at the appropriate resolution.78

Here I describe techniques to solve this three problems: 1) acquire high-resolution79

BSE images (∼50 nm/pixel) and the associated x-ray maps (∼2 µm/pixel) of an entire80

∼1-inch section, 2) stitch these images into one multi-gigapixel image, and 3) display these81

maps conveniently online using an image pyramid viewer with overlays.82

2 Methods83

For the technique described here, I am using a Tescan Mira3 FEG-SEM and EDAX84

Octane Plus (30 mm2 silicon-drift detector) energy-dispersive x-ray system. However,85

the techniques and code I describe here can be easily converted for us on a different SEM86

and EDS system. The required SEM and EDS software are protocols that can automat-87

ically acquire electron images and x-ray images from a user-defined input text file (where88

the working distance can be changed). For the Tescan SEM, this requirement is fulfilled89

with the ImageSnapper function (Mira3 control software, version 4.2.27.0), or with the90

SharkSEM Python scripting protocol. For the EDAX x-ray system (TEAM Enhanced91

software, version 4.5.1), this requirement is fulfilled with the Multifield Analysis func-92

tion.93

The code used here is available on GitHub: https://github.com/ogliore/DeepZoomSEM.94

I will refer to the name of the script or function in parentheses in describing the algo-95

rithm below.96

The meteorites analyzed using this technique include DOM 14305,5 (CO3), DaG 74997

(CO3), Aguas Zarcas (CM2), Acfer 094 (C2-ung), Acfer 182 (CH3), Orgueil (CI), and98

Tarda (CY). These maps can be viewed at: https://presolar.physics.wustl.edu/99

meteorite-deep-zoom/.100

2.1 SEM acquisition of electron and x-ray images101

The meteorite section is mounted on a large SEM stub with clips or a set screw to102

ensure the sample does not move during the long acquisition. The SEM is tuned for op-103

timal BSE image acquisition at high magnification and 15–30 kV accelerating voltage.104

The electron beam current is chosen for a beam spot size to match the pixel size in our105

final mosaic, typically ∼50 nm. A working distance of ∼12 mm is typically used as a bal-106

ance between backscattered electron signal (which is higher for shorter working distance)107

and depth-of-focus (which is is smaller for shorter working distance). The BSE bright-108

ness/contrast and look-up-table gamma value is changed depending on the sample an-109

alyzed and the phases of interest.110
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First, we acquire a “focus map” before the high-resolution BSE acquisition. The111

user selects ∼100 points including the perimeter of the sample using the Image Snap-112

per with autofocus enabled. The acquired images are not used, but the header files as-113

sociated with each image records the optimal focus (working distance) determined by114

the autofocus method. These working distances are used in a Matlab script (TescanImageSnapperPoints.m)115

to build a focus map (Figure 1). Outliers are removed, then the remaining points are fit116

to a two-dimensional, second-order polynomial (to account for curvature and tilt of the117

sample from polishing and mounting) or a two-dimensional interpolated surface.118

Figure 1. Working distance, x, and y values for images in the focus map of meteorite thin

section Acfer 182 (solid blue points), with second-order polynomial surface curve fit.

The x, y, and working distance values are then interpolated from this surface fit119

to calculate the coordinates of the full-resolution BSE scan (including a user-defined over-120

lap fraction, ∼20%). These coordinates are fed into a Matlab function that writes an Im-121

age Snapper acquisition file (writeImageSnapper.m) for collection of the full-resolution122

BSE scan. Images are only acquired over the actual sample (defined as the perimeter of123

points that the user defined in the focus map), minimizing wasted acquisition time. Each124

individual tile is a 16-bit BSE image in png format, 2048×2048 pixels, 100–200 µm field125

of view, and 2–4 µs/pixel dwell time.126

Next, the BSE brightness, contrast, and gamma is optimized for the particular sam-127

ple. With auto-working-distance and auto-brightness-contrast disabled, BSE images are128

acquired over the entire sample using Image Snapper and the acquisition file written in129

the previous step (acquisition takes ∼3 days). After acquisition, images are renamed to130

their locations in the scan grid using a bash script (MoveTescanImages.sh).131

Following BSE acquisitoin, the SEM is re-optimized for X-ray acquisition (higher132

beam current, 15 mm working distance). We acquire a new focus map and write a mul-133

tifield acquisition file using Matlab for the EDAX TEAM software134

(writeEDAXMultifieldMaps.m). We acquire a 512×400 pixel images over a 1024×800 µm135
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field of view (2 µm/pixel). We use an amp time of 0.48 µs (which is relatively short) to136

maximize the x-ray count rate (at the expense of larger sum peaks). We tune the pri-137

mary beam current to achieve a deadtime of 20%. A typical x-ray spectrum summed over138

one field of view is shown in Figure 2. It takes 5–10 days to acquire X-ray maps over the139

entire thin section using the 30-mm2 SDD Octane x-ray detector.140

Figure 2. Typical x-ray spectrum summed over one 512 µm field of view in DOM 14305,5.

Major element peaks are labeled, sum peaks are visible at 3–4 keV.

2.2 Stitching of electron image tiles into mosaic141

The positions of the individual images in the final mosaic are calculated using a142

Matlab script (mosaic maker.m). Identifying features in the overlapped regions of neigh-143

boring images are found using Matlab’s detectBRISKFeatures which uses uses the Bi-144

nary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints algorithm to detect multi-scale corner features145

(Figure 3).146

Figure 3. Left) Backscattered electron image of Acfer 182. Field of view is 100 µm. Right)

Same image but with identified BRISK features circled in red, in the region of overlap with the

neighboring image.
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Identifying features in each image are extracted from only the overlap regions (typ-147

ically 20%) with the image in the previous row and the image in the previous column.148

Typically, a hundred features are identified for each image. This function149

(computeMatchedPointsMosaicMaker.m) is run in parallel for each set of images in a150

row using a Matlab parfor loop, as it is computationally intensive. Features are extracted151

and matched to the previous-row image and previous-column image. The following four152

geometric transforms are calculated: current image to previous-row image (i, j)→ (i−153

1, j) which is defined as T(i,j)→(i−1,j), previous-row image to current image (i−1, j)→154

(i, j), current image to previous-column image (i, j)→ (i, j−1), and previous-column155

image to current image (i, j − 1) → (i, j). The geometric transforms are 3×3 matri-156

ces. The transform is assumed to be a similarity transform, which allows for translation,157

rotation, and scaling (straight lines remain straight and parallel lines remain parallel).158

Similarity was chosen (instead of affine or projective) to minimize distortion of feature159

shapes, though with the compromise of decreasing the accuracy of the transform. The160

accuracy of the transform is quantified by the Euclidean distance between the features161

in the original image and the mapped previous image. If the transform is perfect, this162

distance is zero for all of the features. The transform error is calculated as the mean of163

the squares of these distances for all identified features. Since we know that the stage164

should have moved a certain distance between neighboring row and column images (given165

by the image overlap that we set when acquiring the images on the SEM), we can com-166

pute another type of error—the difference between the similarity transform and the ex-167

pected translational shift. This is the overlap error, and may arise from either inaccu-168

rate feature matching (for example, between two images covering a single, featureless crys-169

tal) or from inconsistent movements of the SEM stage.170

Figure 4. A representative BSE image (red) and its previous-column neighbor (turquoise)

with their matched features linked by yellow lines. Field of view is 150 µm.

This image matching calculation for all tiles in the mosaic yields transformation171

matrices from a given tile to its neighbor, and two estimates of the error of these trans-172

formations. To construct the final mosaic, it is necessary to link all images back to an173
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origin tile that will define the origin of the mosaic coordinate system. Each image in the174

mosaic is calculated relative to the origin tile, so a path from the origin tile to every tile175

in the mosaic is needd to assemble the final mosaic. The path from (0, 0) to (a, b) may176

be:177

(0, 0)→ (0, 1)→ (0, 2)→ (1, 2)→ (1, 3)→ · · · (a− 1, b)→ (a, b) (1)

and the transformation matrix to place the tile image (a, b) into the final mosaic178

is the matrix product of the individual transformation matrices:179

Ta,b = T(a−1,b)→(a,b) · · ·T(1,2)→(0,1)T(1,3)→(1,2)T(0,1)→(0,2)T(0,0)→(0,1) (2)

The path, however, is not unique. To find the optimal path, a bidrectional graph180

is constructed. Each node on the graph represents the location of a tile image. Each node181

is connected to its neighboring node by an edge. Matlab’s shortestpath function will cal-182

culate the shortest path between one node (e.g., the origin tile image) and another node183

by minimizing the sum of the edge distances between the nodes. The edge distance is184

defined as a weighted sum of the overlap error and transform error. This will penalize185

the steps between image tiles that have large errors by increasing the distance. The rel-186

ative weight between the overlap and the transform error is a user-defined quantity, though187

equal weight usually works well. Outlier images with large transform or overlap errors,188

or too few matched features, are assigned infinite weight, so paths through these images189

are avoided. An example of the paths back to the origin image is shown in Figure 5.190

Figure 5. Shortest paths between tile images and the origin tile image (filled black circle)

with bidrectional graph edges weighted by the sum of the overlap and transform errors (for

DOM 14305,5).
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The entire set of ∼10,000 individual tiles are mapped back to an origin tile near191

the middle of the image (one that has a large number of matched features with its neigh-192

bors) via individual paths. The tile positions are then refined for each horizontal and tile193

pair using an additional affine transform on the mapped matched feature locations. If194

the refined position between an image pair improves the overall transform error, the new195

position is kept, else it is discarded. The entire image set is refined ∼8 times which im-196

proves the overall transform error by ∼25%. The transforms for the outlier images are197

calculated via two-dimensional interpolation and extrapolation (inpaint nans.m) with198

the surrounding image transforms.199

Each vertical and horizontal neighboring images will have some overlapping areas200

that can be computed from the locations of their matched features. The average bright-201

ness in these overlapping regions should be the same, but changes in the primary elec-202

tron beam current and surface geometry of the sample may cause the brightness to change.203

Because an image needs to match brightness in both its vertical and horizontal neigh-204

bor images, we employ an iterative algorithm to adjust the brightness in each image. We205

iterate the brightness adjustments for each image until the summed differences in the206

mean brightness of the overlapping images changes below some threshold. This bright-207

ness correction is calculated with a Matlab function (globalbalance2.m) that is called208

after the similarity transform calculation.209

The image is subdivided into row strips with fixed vertical boundaries, to facili-210

tate faster stitching. The distance between these boundaries is set equal to the image211

height. The Matlab script (mosaic maker.m) calculates which images have overlap into212

the boundaries for each row.213

A comma-separated text file is written where each line is a tile image filename, the214

components of the transformation matrix for that image, and the brightness correction.215

The text file is separated into the rows described previously, so that each row can be stitched216

independently. This is the last step of the Matlab script mosaic maker.m. The script217

will take a few hours to run for a ∼150 gigapixel mosaic.218

Figure 6. Mapping of x-ray BSE image (turquoise) to high-resolution BSE image (red) of

DaG749, with their matched features linked by yellow curves.
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The image transformation text file written by Matlab is then fed to a Python script219

to actually stitch the final 100+ gigapixel mosaic. The similarity transform, brightness220

correction, and compositing of images is done with pyvips—the Python implementation221

of vips (Martinez & Cupitt, 2005), a demand-driven, horizontally threaded image pro-222

cessing library, to apply the transformation and brightness corrections, and assemble the223

individual image tiles.224

A row of images is stitched using the Python script affinetransform6r.py which225

employs the vips composite function. Since each row is independent of the other rows,226

the rows can be stitched simultaneously as parallel processes. From a bash script (allrows.sh),227

a Python process is spawned to stitch one row. The row is written to disk in the vips228

image format. The number of parallel processes spawned is equal to the number of log-229

ical cores on the machine (16 or more on modern CPUs). (Vips does not run efficiently230

on the GPU). When all rows have been written to disk, the final image is assembled from231

the row images using the vips command arrayjoin (affinetransform6f.py). The final232

image is written as a 10 megapixel thumbnail image, and as a full-resolution image pyra-233

mid in the dzi (deep zoom image) format. The dzi image pyramid is ∼150 gigabytes in234

size. The stitching process takes about a day, but depends on the size of the mosaic and235

the speed and number of logical cores.236

The resulting stitched BSE image mosaic has very few stitching artifacts. However,237

the choice of using a similarity transform instead of affine or projective transform pre-238

serves shapes in the BSE images at the expense of transform errors which can result in239

some stitching artifacts. This choice was made to preserve the fidelity of the BSE im-240

ages, where shapes have important scientific meaning. Stitching artifacts are most ap-241

parent far from the origin image, at the edges of the sample. Shading artifacts are also242

minimized by the brightness correction algorithm.243

2.3 Assembly and Registration of X-ray Maps244

X-ray maps are saved by the EDAX TEAM software as data cubes in the spd file245

format. The intensities at each pixel are extracted for elements of interest using the Mat-246

lab function processEDAXmaps.m and script assemble xray maps AguasZarcas.m. The247

widths and locations of the peaks for each element are estimated by interpolation using248

the most abundant elements in the summed spectrum (Figure 2). For each pixel, the in-249

tensity of each element is calculated from the sum of all x-ray counts at the peak energy250

plus or minus two estimated peak widths. The background counts are estimated from251

a neighborhood between two and three widths from the peak, and are subtracted from252

the total intensity. Each element map is normalized by the total summed x-ray counts253

in the data cube. Backscattered electron images are acquired simultaneously and saved254

as separate image files during collection of the x-ray maps.255

X-ray maps are acquired at 2 µm/pixel, which is 40 times larger than the electron256

images. This results in many fewer stage movements and less distortion of the final as-257

sembled image. For this reason, the BSE image that is acquired along with the x-ray maps258

is assembled into a mosaic based on the stage position. The x-ray maps and associated259

BSE image are not stitched using feature-matching. This (x-ray collected) BSE image260

is then registered to the thumbnail of the high-resolution BSE image described previ-261

ously using a projective transformation (Figure 6, transform edx to bse AguasZarcas.m).262

The x-ray BSE image was acquired with different SEM conditions, including a much higher263

beam current, so it can be distorted compared to the high-resolution BSE image. The264

same projective transformation is then applied to the assembled X-ray maps for each el-265

ement so that they are warped to align with the high-resolution BSE map. Pre-compiled266

RGB maps, such as Ca-Al-Si or Fe-S-O, are also created and saved. Histogram equal-267

ization for each channel or other image adjustments are applied as needed. The magma268

colormap is applied to each element map (Figure 7) to facilitate a larger visual dynamic269
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Figure 7. Magnesium x-ray map of DOM 14305,5 with magma colormap.

range (Nuñez et al., 2018). A red, green, and blue color map is also applied to each el-270

ement so that users can create their own RGB colormaps in the web-based viewer, de-271

scribed below. All of these maps are saved as image pyramids in dzi format.272

2.4 Online Display of Electron and X-ray Maps273

The dzi image pyramids are uploaded to a web server. For each sample, a web page274

is created to view the BSE and x-ray dzi pyramids. The webpage template needs only275

minimal customization for each sample: nm/pixel of the full-resolution BSE image, ra-276

tio of the BSE and x-ray image sizes, and the sample name. The javascript library OpenSeaD-277

ragon is used to display the images with seamless panning and zooming. Buttons are added278

to the OpenSeaDragon viewer to allow the user to switch between BSE and x-ray maps.279

A scalebar is overlayed in the lower-left corner. The viewer can be made fullscreen, flipped,280

or rotated. Each field of view has a unique URL that can be shared with collaborators.281

The user can save a high-resolution screenshot of the current field-of-view.282

An important feature in the OpenSeaDragon viewer is the ability for the user to283

create a custom x-ray RGB map. The user clicks the “RGB” button then the maps to284

be in the red, green, and blue channels (the images are composited to the canvas using285

the OpenSeaDragon composite operation “lighten”). This map is then saved as a but-286

ton, and the user can toggle between this map, the individual element maps, and the BSE287

image.288
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Figure 8. BSE image (top) and Fe-Si-Mg RGB x-ray image (bottom) of DOM 14305,5.
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3 Future Improvements289

The software presented here is mature, but some improvements are planned for the290

future:291

• Simultaneous acquisition of secondary and backscattered electron im-292

ages. Some samples polish poorly, or have surface contamination, so it is help-293

ful to view secondary electron images alongside backscattered electron images. The294

Orgeuil meteorite is one such sample. In this map: https://presolar.physics295

.wustl.edu/maps/Orgueil X.html we acquired secondary electrons after backscat-296

tered electrons. However, they can be acquired simultaneously in batch mode us-297

ing the SharkSEM Python scripting protocol.298

• Image adjustments Standard image adjustments (such as brightness, contrast,299

and gamma) using sliders would be useful to bring out shadow details in electron300

and x-ray images. The NIST OpenSeaDragon image adjustments plugin can be301

used for this purpose.302

• Faster x-ray map acquisition X-ray image acquisition takes about a week, but303

can be reduced to two days with a large 100 mm2 SDD x-ray system.304

• Feature-matching and stitching of the x-ray images Currently the x-ray305

images are laid out in a grid, not stitched, which results in some artifacts at the306

edges of the x-ray image tiles. The x-ray images could be stitched using the si-307

multaneously acquired BSE images to compute the transforms.308

• Other imaging modalities Other imaging modalities can be added to the OpenSeaD-309

ragon viewer, as long as a BSE map can be acquired simultaneously for registra-310

tion purposes. For example, cathodoluminescence would be important for certain311

samples.312

• Quantitative x-ray analyses The x-ray intensity maps are useful for qualita-313

tive studies but cannot be used to determine, for example, the Fe/Mg ratio in a314

chondrule olivine. Energy dispersive spectroscopy can be made quantitative with315

appropriate standard analyses (Newbury & Ritchie, 2013). For the maps presented316

here, the user could click a button that would look up the original x-ray data cube317

file for that field of view, and associated standard spectra. The user could then318

select to download these files. Alternatively, the user could circle an area, and the319

spectrum from the encircled pixels would be summed and displayed as a spectrum.320

This would be relatively straightforward in javascript, and would require more space321

on the webserver.322

4 Conclusions323

I have presented techniques and software for an online “virtual SEM” of meteorite324

thin sections. Data acquisition is lengthy, 1–2 weeks (determined by the x-ray acquisi-325

tion time), but it is unsupervised and requires only minimal setup. Data processing is326

also mostly unsupervised. The investment in effort and SEM time is worthwhile for im-327

portant samples where mm- to µm-scale mineralogic context is critical for targeting sub-328

sequent in-situ micro-analyses such as FIB-TEM and and SIMS. The ability to easily329

share the detailed mineralogy of a sample with colleagues possessing different expertise330

is invaluable.331

My lab has used these maps in a number of projects. We have identified cosmic332

symplectite in Acfer 094, searched for cosmic symplectite in other meteorites, located333

carbonaceous-chondrite-like clasts in the howardite Kapoeta (Liu et al., 2020), and iden-334

tified an unusual Ti-rich sulfide mineral in Acfer 182 (CH3) that would have been nearly335

impossible to find without these maps.336

Many scientists all over the world have limited access to an SEM, and cannot eas-337

ily acquire interesting meteorite samples. A catalog of these high-resolution maps can338
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allow for any interested scientist to perform basic mineralogy/petrology of meteorite sam-339

ples at various size scales.340

The algorithms and software presented here can play an important curation role341

for the next generation of returned samples. Hayabusa2 returned mm-sized and larger342

stones from Ryugu that may possibly be prepared in thin section. OSIRIS-REx will likely343

return stones from Bennu at least this large that may also allow for thin sections. The344

characterization of Ryugu and Bennu samples with this technique will allow for researchers345

all over the world to simultaneously analyze thin sections and target particular samples346

for more detailed analysis.347

One of the immediate questions concerning the returned Bennu and Ryugu sam-348

ples will be: is this material similar to any known meteorites? Many of the most impor-349

tant studies of the comet Wild 2 samples returned by NASA’s Stardust mission have been350

comparative studies with meteorites (Frank et al., 2014). Comparative asteroid miner-351

alogy is most efficiently done with open meteorite data sets. The closest analogs to Bennu352

and Ryugu will likely be the CI, CM, and CY chondrites (Hamilton et al., 2019). With353

a collection of 20–30 publiclly accessibly, high-resolution BSE/EDS maps of appropri-354

ate analogous meteorites, covering a range of petrologic type, comparative mineralogy355

can be done by scientists around the world without needing all these samples in hand.356
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